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FOUR NOTES ON THE LIST OF XENOPHON PAPYRI

In ZPE 93, 1992, 187-189, J.D.Dillery and T.Gagos published a useful list of the Xenophon papyri. Some additions and corrections can be made:

on *Cynegeticus*: "Pack 1562" must be followed by "; Paap 14".

on *Cyropædia*: One more papyrus should be added: *P.Rain. I* 31 ( = *P.Vindob. G* 29383; Pack 1824) contains *Cyr.* VII 5. 9-10 and is dated in I/II AD. See J.Lenaerts, *CE* 64 (1979), 271-272.

on *Hellenica*: *PSI Congr.* XVII 8, listed under I AD, *P.Oxy.* II 226, listed under I/II AD, and *PSI XI* 1197, listed under II AD, are written by one scribe as was seen by Lucia Papini, *PSI Congr.* XVII 8. These papyri can be dated at the end of the first of the beginning of the second century AD.

on *Memorabilia*: *P.Cairo* inv. 45612 (also wrongly recorded in *Ann. du Serv.* and Pack 1560) should be *P.Cairo* inv. 45622.
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